
DiVital Video Cursor Generator
by Stephen Beck

This abstract describes an all digital technique for locating
two coordinates on the TV raster plane . It incorporates the
"absolute posi#ion counter" scheme described elsewhere in my
papers .

Refering to the drawing see that the circuit consists of two
8 bit synchronous counters . ( Other bit lengths may be used
for more or less resolution, dependinJ upon desired results .)

The H counter identifies pixel locations while the V counter
identifies lint- locations .

	

Count -- r a is clocked with a hi ; !.h
frenency pulse train 0, derived from either subcarrier ~2_ 3 .58 ?Hz
or a, crystal clock of 1-2 MHz . The former yields 187 pix=ls/line
with a. duration of 280 nsec, while a clock of 2 .44 1rhz yield ;
128 pixels/line with duration of 410 nsec ; both values ref=r
to the active part of the video line only ( 52 .5 usec ) .

Horizontal drive HD clears the H counter at the end of each line .
HD also serves as the clock pulse to the V counter which counts
each line of the TV scan sequentially . Each TV field contains
262'. lines with 10 inactive lines, a convenient fig-ore for an
8 bit counter . The V counter is cleared by vertical drive VD
pulses at the end of each field .

Thus the two counters, driven only by, existing video system nulseo
specify coordinates ( H,V ) of the raster at all times . Thes,,
two counters are the only master counters required to drive .nany
video position circuits, and need only be approrriately buffered
to service ten or twenty position units .

The output bits of each counter feed one set of in_iut ports of
two 8-bit comoarators ( D17200 ) . The other in-D-ut port ol" each
comnarator is in turn fed from one of two 8-bit counters called
h and v .

Counters h and v are u ,o/down_, programmable types of t1--e 741c, ;
variety . The cursor movement clock $1 is steered to ea.c := counter
vi a two ?ates whic- are controlled by pushbutton switches .
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button, and conl-inues to be cloc'l:ed as long as the button M is~held .
The speed of cloc'".ing is set by the frequency of clock 01 .

	

If
VD is used as this clod, approximately 4 seconds is required for
the complete cycl'6 for sac's counter .
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;Then switch SW1 is activated, the coordinate snot moves left
on t -- ,-e screen by virtue of the value in counter h being decreased,
or thespot moves right on the screen if SW2 is depressed because
the value in the h counter increses . By a similar action in the
v counter pushing SW3 moves the spot up the screen, and pushing
SW4 moves the spot down the screen . Obviously, using two- Com-
binations of h and v switches, the spot can be moved diagonally .

If a movement clock-01 of VD is used (60 Hz), the vertical
movement will be 60 lines/__ . second, traversing the screen
height in about 4 seconds, while the horizontal movement will
be 60 pixels/sec ., traversing the width of the screen in
about 3 seconds for a pixel clock 0 of 3 .58 Mhz .

stn additional aspect of motion can be acheived

	

t'.^_e following
modifications to the circui% . 1) The speed of movement can be
varied by using higher or lower clock frequencis than 60Hz, for
clock (61 . If fact, a variable modulo divider coed be utilized
to achieve many possible movement speeds, with -programming
used to put "english" on the movement . If these dividers are
used to divide a 180 :Hz clock rate by 4-bits, 15 possible sp--=ads
from very fast ( cover screen in about 1 sec . ) to very slow
( cover screen in about 20 seconds ) car. b e acheived . Acceleration
or deceleration_ could be achieved b .v varyin-; the divide modulus
up or down .

	

2) As an additional improvement, the h and v
counters could be fed with separate clocks 01'and 02 to obtain
ir.d e :;endent speeds of movement in each dimension, allowing for
diagonal movements of any slope .
The lost complete motion _)o~sibili lies for this circuit would be
a co libi n^ tion of the mod if ications
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and 2.

Cne final aspect of this cursor 7enclator is its is^o grammable
iea tune . In t':1is mode the h and v counters are jam IcaJed with
coordinate values -abtained from locations in mastaf memory .

	

T e
loadin? of a new value n ed only occur once per 17 Frame (30 Hz)
allowing some 16 msec for a new value of coordinate to be
by a microprocessor . In this manner complex curvas may be fol-
lowed by the cursor under direction of a program .

Once t :ie cursor y)oint is ;generated . i t can be used to dr,_: ,r
oiCtil:L'E3U by aCtA. .tinc;,-. ti1C -A-','~ wrlip mode on t ..1c video :' : 1jIES'
circuit, ana writing in 1's to fill in colons or 0's to erase
colors .

	

Thejcursor point may Also be used to activate the
readout of picture cells contained in ROi of symbols or shapes
much as a football, puck, birdie, or other ;lainv piece .
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